
“ Certainly a great headphone! The latest high-end Denon  
impresses. A lot of quality, a full success!” 

Lesnumeriques.com // France // May 2013 

“ A mix of luxury, tradition and modernity” “the details of 
mixing, the small atmosphere sounds are extremely well 
detailed. The overall is perfectly coherent and natural.”

Onmag.fr // France // August 2013 

“ Whichever music played, either classical or jazz, hard trance 
or fragile pop, the Denon AH-D7100 impressed on all levels. 
The earlier mentioned bass response is phenomenal, the 
transparency and refinement are reference quality, the speed and 
timing are first-class.”

Music Emotion // The Netherlands // September 2013

Headphones offer a reference standard personal 
listening experience, thanks to an ergonomically 
-perfect fit and acoustically transparent, studio 
quality audio performance. Featuring Denon’s 50mm  
“Free Edge Nano Fibre” drivers, real mahogany 
wood ear cups, these headphones deliver the finest 
acoustic performance irrespective of the genre of 
music you’re listening to.

AH-D7100
Denon’s Music Maniac™  
Artisan Headphones

“ Excellent resolution, stage is very broad and rather open for a 
closed design. Width of frequency range doesn’t have audible 
restrictions. Bass is very deep…and treble is easy, transparent 
and unostentatious. Overall pleased with the high quality and 
musicality. Music maniacs will be satisfied…”

Stereo & Video Magazine // Russia // January 2012

So go ahead, immerse yourself with our  
Music Maniac™ Headphones and you 
will find that nothing else matters. 
Here’s what the experts have to say…

It’s our passion to create 
a best-in-class personal 
listening experience. 

Denon’s Heritage of 100 years 
in Audio is much more than 
just a number… WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY

MUSIC MANIAC™
Headphones



“ I love the AH-D600, it is very  
comfortable and let’s me isolate  
myself when I want to be in my 
bubble before or after training  
and racing.”

Gregory Mallet
French Olympic Swimmer

“ Hit play and you’re treated to warm  
sound and precise detail…”

T3 // United Kingdom // February 2014

“ The Denon AH-D340 qualifies as a mobile 
headphone with high sensivity and a 
pleasant, punchy sound.”

Audiovision // Germany // July 2013 Test Winner

Elegant, sophisticated providing an audiophile-grade 
listening experience from a smaller on-ear form factor. 
Featuring 40mm drivers and tuned to a flat EQ, these 
headphones deliver superior sound quality no matter 
what you’re listening to.

AH-D340
Music Maniac™On-Ear Headphones

Editor’s
Choice
★ ★ ★ ★ ★

“ The overall balance is the AH-D340’s real 
strength, offering a beautiful mix of punchy  
bass and delicate and clear high-end.”

iCreate // United Kingdom // Issue 121

Group Test 
Winner

“ During our tests, we found the exact same 
excellent level of comfort with the AH-D600 that 
we noticed for the AH-D7100. The AH-D600 
produces beautiful prowess, especially in the 
deep bass frequencies, power handling, the size 
of the soundstage or even the overall cleanliness 
of the reproduction.”

Onmag.fr // France // August 2013

“ What you get is a surprisingly detailed, insightful 
headphone that digs deep into the music.  
So much so that it makes a number of already 
excellent, but more expensive designs, sound  
quite average in some ways.”

HiFi Choice // United Kingdom // December 2013

5 Stars
“ Denon‘s AH-D600‘s offer some  
seriously good hi-fi sound.”

mixmag.net // United Kingdom // November 2013

“ With the AH-D600 Denon delivers a convincing 
headphone, that deserves a ‘very good’ from us.”

AudioVision // Germany // February 2013

Elegant and sophisticated high-end designs that offer sound 
quality to match. Featuring Denon’s 50mm “Free Edge 
Nano Fibre” drivers, pentagonal memory foam ear pads that 
articulate 360° and detachable cable connections, these 
headphones deliver the best performance and comfort no 
matter what type of music you’re listening to.

AH-D600
Music Maniac™Over -Ear Headphones

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY
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